
   

Counselor Coach Job Description 

Camp David of the Ozarks Updated January 2019 

TITLE: Counselor Coach 

MISSION:  “To be a transforming agent in the lives of families of prisoners by introducing them to the love and hope in Jesus Christ, and 
to develop leaders who will impact our world.” The Counselor Coach will focus on the first part of our mission statement- to be 
transforming agents in the lives of families of prisoners. 

IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR: Camp Director 

WORKING HOURS: 10 weeks of the summer; approx. 14 hours per day with about 47 hours off on the weekends (the 14 
hours per day has breaks and has 1-2 hours off during the afternoons for recharge) 

POSITION SUMMARY: 

Equip and support counselors in their daily responsibilities, and coach campers who are stuck in conflict or negative 
behaviors. This position is a good fit for someone who is pursuing degrees in counseling, criminology, social services, or being 
a Life Coach. You will gain phenomenal experience working with very at-risk kids and helping them deescalate, care for their 
emotions, and empower them in making healthy choices. Some parts of the position require filling out paperwork, while 
other parts require a listening ear and understanding heart. The Counselor Coach also checks in with the Day Camp Leader 
who manages the counselors and campers for the Day Camp Program. 

DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES:  

The Counselor Coach’s role with the counselors is training them, meeting with them daily to encourage, supporting and 
praying with them.  The counselors are often in a parenting role for the first time and the Counselor Coach is the one they 
look to for support, creativity in leading at-risk kids, and prayer.  The Counselor Coach also works with campers who seem 
“stuck” by helping them resolve conflicts or work through negative behavior.  The Counselor Coach is attentive to the needs 
of campers and counselors and sees the “big picture” of what is happening among the cabin teams. 

The position is shared with two Counselor Coaches, a male and female. The purpose for this is that on boy’s week the guy 
counselor coach is in the A position and the female takes the B support position. Then the following week, a girl’s week, the 
two reverse roles and the female leads with the male as the support position. There are times when say a group of campers 
are in conflict, and then both Counselor Coaches and the Camp Director work together to help resolve the situation. The 
Camp Director meets with the Counselor Coaches daily (and is always on-call) to help them problem solve and find the best 
way to empower campers in making healthy choices which gives the Counselor Coaches valuable training.  

Responsibilities on “A” Weeks (Male CC on boy’s weeks, Female CC on girl’s weeks):  

• Train counselors on Monday who have not received training 
• Meet with counselors in large group meeting each day 
• Meet with counselors as a team each day 
• Handle camper conflicts (keep director informed) 
• Meet with Director each day to share about teams, praises and struggles 
• Paper work: 

 Document all behavior that requires camper or counselors that need to be sent home. 

 After talking to the directors, call DFS on any cases that seem needed to report. 
• Night watch each night 

Responsibilities on “B” Weeks (Male CC on gir’ls weeks, Female CC on boy’s weeks): 

• Arrange campers into teams before they arrive (talk to Director and/or Assistant director to confirm teams) 
• Keep track of team scores including judging clean table scores 
• Make sure teams have supplies for week (boxes, camper journals, backpacks, blankets, etc.) 



   

• Help teams stay on schedule, communicate with program director if schedule needs adjusted 
• Check-in with Day Camp Leader and offer support and encouragement to their team of counselors and leader 
• Go over verse and daily them at meal time routine 
• Get items ready for counselor meeting each morning (Prayer journal, snacks, certificates, etc) 
• Schedule counselors or staff to share their testimony during Evening Chapel 
• Call parents up about kids wanting to be baptized. 
• Keep track of salvations, baptisms, most verses memorized, etc. 
• Make sure there are enough Aunties and Grandma’s to read rest time stories. 

Both Counselor Coaches are responsible to familiarize, uphold, and implement the camps policies, rules, and systems  

 (This position description may not include all of the duties listed nor do the listed examples include all tasks that may be 
found) 

 REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITY 

• Understanding, ability, and passion, to fulfill the duties of the Counselor Coach  
• Have a thorough understanding of the Bible and listening to God’s leading 
• Have a high emotional intelligence 
• Respect for authorities that includes supporting their decisions when they are not around  
• Respect confidentiality and exercise good judgment 
• Passionate commitment to Christ and the mission of the ministry 
• Not a novice in the faith but be spiritually mature seeking the Lord’s will in every aspect of life  
• Agree with the Camp David of the Ozark’s Articles of Faith  
• Active in a local church and have some experience in working with children 
• Have a “Can Do” attitude- problem solving when you hit obstacles and communicating with your leaders 
• Be passionate to learn- having a teachable spirit 
• Operate with a “striving for excellence” value- making sure all the paperwork is completed and the counselors and 

campers are well attended to 

Acceptance for this position will depend on successful completion of the Leadership Application, references reviewed, and a 
criminal background check 

Counselor Coach Compensation package is as follows: $100 a week ($1,000 for the whole summer), plus free room and 
board for the summer. 

 


